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Rumor Spreading and Positive Semidefinite Propagation Time

Imagine that you would like to start a rumor so that eventually everyone in your school is aware of the
rumor. To accomplish this you need to come up with a model for the relationships that exist in the
population and how the rumor is spread from person to person. Let G be a graph whose vertices are
people and whose edges represent a ‘friendship.’ Represent the people that know the rumor by coloring
their corresponding vertex blue and represent the people that don’t know the rumor by leaving their vertex
white. For an example of such a graph look at the figure below. There are several rules for how the rumor
can be transmitted and we will discuss two such rules. This will allow us to determine the fewest number
of people we need to tell the rumor to initially and how fast the rumor will spread. We will also see how
this model relates to linear algebra, combinatorics and graph theory.

A graph in which 3 people (vertices) know that rumor and the rest do not.
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